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Gestalt and phenomenal transparency
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Phenomenal transparency is commonly studied by using a stimulus configuration introduced by Metelli: a bi-
partite patch, divided into equal left and right halves is overlaid with a smaller, concentric bipartite patch,
divided along the same line. Observers are instructed to report either a transparent patch over an opaque
bipartite field or a mosaic of four opaque patches. We show theoretically and empirically that these are only
two of five generic perceptual categories, namely, transparent patch, transparent annulus (hole), mosaic, par-
tial transparency, and multiple transparency (ambiguous) cases. Thus Gestalt factors complicate the interpre-
tation “phenomenal transparency.” We propose a framework that avoids this complication. There is excellent
agreement between predictions and results. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 330.0330, 330.5510, 350.2450, 290.7050.
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. INTRODUCTION
henomenal transparency has been used for striking
emonstrations where one apparently sees through
paque objects. It sometimes occurs in natural situations,
ven on the scale of the landscape, where it gives rise to
he perception of “glass mountains” (Metzger [1,2]). The
tudies of Metelli [3–6] have become classics in the field.
ere we study a particular configuration that has often
ppeared in Metelli’s and later research.
Although generally known as “phenomenal transpar-

ncy,” the transparent layer actually has to be understood
s translucent; i.e., it apparently also scatters radiation to
he eye. Thus by phenomenal transparency we refer to
henomenal translucency in this paper. Notice that a
ransparent sheet, illuminated from the viewing direc-
ion, can only darken what is behind it, whereas a trans-
ucent sheet can also lighten what is behind it.

The Metelli figure (Fig. 1) consists of four colored areas
hat abut at four contours where two areas meet and two
ertices where four areas come together. In this paper we
nly consider monochrome patterns.

The union of the areas is a square. The areas are di-
ided into two types, inner and outer. Since the geometri-
al configuration is bilaterally symmetric about the verti-
al midline, one distinguishes left inner, right inner, left
uter, and right outer patches. The union of the inner
atches is a small square, concentric with the large
quare (that is the union of all areas). The union of the
uter areas is a (square) annulus. Depending on the in-
ensities of the four regions, the human observer per-
eives different phenomenal configurations. One possibil-
ty is evidently a mosaic of four opaque abutting patches
like a jigsaw puzzle). Most of the literature considers an-
ther possibility in which the large square appears as two
butting opaque rectangles, overlaid with the small
1084-7529/08/010190-13/$15.00 © 2
quare, which appears as a single patch. The patch is
een as undivided, even though the two inner areas have
ifferent intensities. The difference is accounted for by
eeing the small square as translucent; thus the bipartite
ackground shines through, leading to an intensity differ-
nce that does not require the small square to consist of
wo distinct parts. Notice that the perception involves the
ttribution of both a depth order and a material property.
It is often suggested [3] that there exist only these two

istinct perceptions when viewing this figure, the particu-
ar perception obtained being a function of the lightnesses
f the four uniform areas. Some accounts in the literature
int at alternative perceptions involving partial translu-
ency [7–9]. In at least one study [10] a larger number of
ategorically different perceptions was assumed.

Metelli proposed a simplified model of the physics of
urbid layers that might account for the perceptions of hu-
an observers [4,11,12]. The theory involved in his pre-

ictions applies this simplified physics to a priori as-
umed configurations of layers.

A more general approach [10,13–15] would be to at-
empt to list all possible geometrical interpretations of
he scene and apply either Metelli’s model of the optics or
nother, perhaps more ecologically valid, model (e.g.,
ubelka–Munk analysis [16]) in order to check these in-

erpretations for their physical possibility. Such an ap-
roach is difficult because the number of possible inter-
retations is very large and possibly involves additional
cene parameters. (For example, is the stack of layers
rontally illuminated, or is there a backlight in addition?)

oreover, it has to be expected that multiple interpreta-
ions might apply; that is to say, a theory of greater gen-
rality is likely to predict ambiguous perceptions.

In this paper we attempt such a more general analysis.
ecause the predictions lead to a larger number of percep-
008 Optical Society of America
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ual categories than is conventionally considered, we also
resent novel psychophysical material taking such com-
lications into account.

. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
ETELLI FIGURE

f possible amodal completions are included, the number
f layered representations in terms of depth stacks of
paque sheets that might be seen is very large. Many
uch representations are never seen, though. The laws of
estalt [1,2,17–21] forbid them.
The number of possible interpretations increases if the

ayers are permitted to be transparent or translucent.
he analysis then requires that the laws of Gestalt be
ugmented with rules determining the possibilities for
uch translucency as originally attempted by Metelli [4].
etelli was much interested in Gestalt phenomena and

as left an impressive body of work on the topic [9,22–31].
owever, our aim is different in that we merely attempt

o outline a minimum set of categories that will allow ob-
ervers of the Metelli configuration to categorize a par-
icular stimulus without ever feeling forced to make an
nlikely choice.

. Geometrical Structure
e consider two basic principles that will allow us to se-

ect the viable representations of the Metelli figure. They
re [32]

Occam’s Razor: The representation should not as-
ume structural elements unless a reason exists;

ig. 1. Example of a stimulus as used in the experiment. The
ackground serves to anchor the basic Metelli figure. The ob-
erver selects a category by clicking the corresponding button
ith the mouse. Immediately after the selection the next stimu-

us appears.
Genericity: The representation should be structurally
table, i.e., not contain accidents of vanishing probability
33].

Since occlusion may be assumed at no cost, the rules
ay generate complicated shapes. Occam’s razor implies

hat the simpler shapes postulated under an interpreta-
ion of partial occlusion are to be preferred over cut out
hapes. The simplest shapes in the Metelli figure are
quares and rectangles in canonical orientation, these
ay be considered to be roughly equally simple. The non-

onvex C-shaped or even more complicated (by union of
isjunct parts) shapes that arise in the analysis are reck-
ned more complex than convex shapes such as rect-
ngles. Translucency, too, may generate complex shapes
rom simple ones and works just as occlusion does in that
espect. Occlusion or translucency must respect generic-
ty; i.e., a boundary that runs below a translucent sheet

ust show good continuation, and so forth.
Thus the viable representations of Metelli’s figure are

omposed of physically homogeneous sheets (either
paque or translucent) in rectangular or square shapes,
tacked in depth, in a general position (the technical term
s “generic configuration,” e.g., see [34]). This restricts the
ossible interpretations to only a few that can be easily
numerated.

One representation that is always possible is that of a
osaic of four abutting and perfectly fitting pieces. This
ill be the default representation if no simpler one can be

ound. If simpler representations exist, the mosaic repre-
entation will have to be discarded in favor of the sim-
lest one. Notice that it may be the case that n�1 equally
imple representations exist. In such a case all n of these
ill be retained and the resulting representation declared

o be ambiguous with n-fold degeneracy.
The geometrical analysis can be done a priori. Whether

he geometrical representations are actually viable de-
ends on whether the translucency relations that have to
e assumed are actually possible, e.g., whether they sat-
sfy the laws of physics for frontally illuminated turbid
ayers.

It is easily verified that the above principles allow five
istinct geometrical representations (including the de-
ault one).

• A translucent small square in front of a bipartite
tructure composed of two abutting rectangles (Fig. 2,
eft). (The bipartition is to be understood as an opaque
ectangle in front of an opaque square, but the precise
tructure need not be further elucidated.)

ig. 2. Generic interpretations of the Metelli figure involving a
ranslucent layer.
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• A translucent sheet with small square hole in front
f a bipartite structure composed of two abutting rect-
ngles (Fig. 2, middle). (The bipartition is to be under-
tood as an opaque rectangle in front of an opaque square,
ut the precise structure need not be further elucidated.)
• A translucent rectangle at the right-hand side in

ront of a bipartite structure composed of a large square
nnulus and a concentric small square (Fig. 2, right). (The
ipartition is to be understood as an opaque square in
ront of an opaque square, but the precise structure need
ot be further elucidated.)
• A translucent rectangle at the left-hand side in front

f a bipartite structure composed of a large square annu-
us and a concentric small square (mirror image of Fig. 2,
ight). (The bipartition is to be understood as an opaque
quare in front of an opaque square, but the precise struc-
ure need not be further elucidated.)

• The default mosaic structure. (The mosaic is to be
nderstood as a stack of opaque squares and rectangles,
ut the precise structure need not be further elucidated.)

Notice that the representations are only partially de-
ermined. For instance, a bipartite, opaque background
ould consist of two opaque abutting rectangles or an
paque square overlaid with an opaque rectangle on one
ide. However, such remaining ambiguities are irrelevant
n the present context. The relevant aspect is the frontal,
ranslucent sheet, which can be a central square or hole, a
eft or a right rectangle, or may not be present.

. Optical Structure
he physics of a thin turbid layer in front of an opaque,
ambertian surface, diffusely illuminated from the front,

s approximately described by Kubelka–Munk two-flux
heory [16]. It is assumed that the layer has no additional
resnel reflection, that is to say, that it has the refractive

ndex of air. A sheet of blotting paper (clear cellulose fi-
ers randomly suspended in air, like a felt) comes close as
physical implementation. The incident flux of radiation

ropagates through the sheet, suffering absorption and
ultiple scattering as it progresses. When it emerges

rom the turbid medium it is partially scattered back into
hat medium by the backing, opaque surface. The flux
hat emerges from the turbid medium and enters the eye
s made up of two components.

• Radiation that was scattered backwards and
merges from the medium. It has suffered some absorp-
ion and scattering in the turbid medium. When the tur-
id layer is (optically) infinitely thick, this is all one gets.
• Radiation that emerged from the turbid layer, was

cattered back by the backing substrate, and made it all
he way (backwards) through the turbid medium. This
ontribution occurs only for (optically) thin layers. It evi-
ently carries an imprint from the backing substrate.

otice that the radiation is randomly scattered in the tur-
id medium and may have been scattered by the sub-
trate on multiple occasions.

In Metelli’s approximation [5] the two components are
imply linearly combined with coefficients that param-
terize this phenomenological description. Thus you write
or the diffuse reflectance r of the turbid layer on a sub-
trate of reflectance t,

r = �1 − ��� + �t, �1�

here r0= �1−���=� is the reflectance of the turbid layer
n a black substrate �t=0�. The expression �1−��� in-
tead of simply � is a convention that is ultimately de-
ived from Metelli’s laboratory apparatus, the episcopis-
er. It is conceptually perhaps somewhat simpler to
egard � and � as parameters in a linear approximation
f the physical optics.

The parameter � vanishes for a layer that does not
catter; it depends on the scattering power of the mate-
ial, its absorption, and the thickness of the layer. It may
e called the turbidity.
The reflection on a white substrate is r1=�+�. Notice

hat the contrast

H =
r1 − r0

r1 + r0
=

�

2� + �
�2�

easures the extent to which a black–white contrast is
idden by the turbid layer; it may be called the “hiding
ower.” The turbidity and the hiding power are phenom-
nological parameters that describe the material proper-
ies (in this case optical) of the sheet.

Because the reflectance is nonnegative and is equal to
r less than unity, this expression is subject to the con-
traints

0 � r,r0,r1,�,� � 1. �3�

uppose you have a bipartite background, with reflec-
ances x, y (say). A turbid layer, characterized with tur-
idity � and hiding power determined by � is superim-
osed, revealing the substrate with reflectance x as a
eflectance u and the substrate with reflectance y as a re-
ectance v (say). Then

u = � + �x, v = � + �y, �4�

rom which you find that

� =
v − u

y − x
, � =

uy − vx

y − x
. �5�

hus the configuration ��x ,y� , �u ,v�� is a possible one if

0 �
uy − vx

y − x
� 1, 0 �

uy − vx

y − x
+

v − u

y − x
� 1. �6�

hese constraints may be simplified and written in a va-
iety of convenient formats. We prefer the form (using the
onventional logical connectives ∧ for AND and ∨ for OR)

��x � y� ∧ �u � v� ∧ P� ∨ ��x � y� ∧ �u � v� ∧ Q�, �7�

ith

P = ���u � x� ∧ �u

x
�

y

v�� ∨ �x + yu + v � y + u + xv � x�� ,

�8�
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Q = ���u � x� ∧ �u

x
�

v

y�� ∨ �u � x + yu + v � y + u + xv�� .

�9�

otice that constraint (7) is nonlinear: boundary surfaces
re either planar or patches of a hyperboloid of one sheet.
he constraint bounds a curvilinear polyhedral region in
he four dimensional hypercube 0�x ,y ,u ,x�1 (Fig. 3).

Notice that the expression for constraint (7) in terms of
he two pairs of parameters ��x ,y� , �u ,v�� is valid quite in-
ependent of any particular Gestalt interpretation. In the
onventional interpretation (i.e., Metelli’s and most
ollow-up literature) one would identify the left-hand
uter region with parameter x and the right-hand outer
egion with the parameter y. These would be regarded as
paque background regions. The left-hand inner region
ould be identified with the parameter u, and the right-
and inner region with the parameter v, the notion being
hat these areas represent a single translucent overlay
uch that u is x as seen through the overlay and v is y as
een through the overlay.

ig. 3. Cross sections through the XYUV hypercube. In the arra
=0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9 from bottom to top. In each cross section
ignify (from lightest to darkest) Square (white), Square or Righ
ole (black).
However, there is no pressing reason to allow the inter-
retation to be limited to this case. The constraint applies
o any generic Gestalt interpretation. In each interpreta-
ion the constraint yields the condition that that particu-
ar Gestalt interpretation is a possibility. The various con-
gurations illustrated in Fig. 2 lead to different
ssignments of the intensities x, y, u, and v to the four re-
ions (see Fig. 4). For instance, in the conventional case of
etelli’s phenomenal transparency, the small square is

een as a translucent overlay over an opaque bipartite
arge square. The left- and right-hand outer areas are as-
igned x and y, respectively. Then the left-hand inner area
s the left-hand outer area shining through the small
quare and is thus assigned u, whereas the right-hand in-
er area is the right-hand outer area shining through the
mall square and is thus assigned v (Fig. 2, left, and
ig. 4, left).
For the hole category one has to interchange �x ,y� with

u ,v�, since now the opaque ground is seen in the inner
quare, whereas the outer annulus is seen as an undi-
ided translucent sheet with a hole (Fig. 2, center, and
ig. 4, second from the left). Similar reasoning applies to

ss sections you have x=0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9 from left to right and
horizontally, and v vertically from zero to one. The gray tones

re or Left, Right, Mosaic, Left, Hole, or Right, Hole or Left, and
y of cro
u runs
t, Squa
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he left- and right-hand partial transparency cases (Fig.
, right, and Fig. 4, third and fourth from the left).
As it turns out, the constraint is sometimes satisfied for

wo distinct Gestalt configurations simultaneously. In
uch cases either interpretation is a possible one. We may
peak of multiple translucency. Since we permit only five
esponse categories in the experiment (excluding cases of
ultiple translucency), these cases are ambiguous in the

ense that two correct responses are possible for a single
timulus.

If the constraint is not satisfied for any of these assign-
ents, the configuration has to be classified as a mosaic;

he perception of four, opaque, abutting patches is the
implest explanation. All in all there exist nine distinct
estalt interpretations, of which four are cases of mul-

iple translucency, two cases of partial translucency, two
f translucency, and one of no translucent interpretation.
Remember that the bulk of the literature considers only
he transparent square (usually denoted transparent) and
he mosaic (usually denoted not transparent) categories.]

We show examples of various cases in Fig. 5.

. Generic Interpretations (Gestalts) of the Metelli
igure
or each of the generic geometrical interpretations of the
etelli figure one may verify whether the Metelli con-

traint has been satisfied. If so, then that interpretation
s indeed a possible one; if not, it has to be discarded. If
nly one interpretation survives this process, then this is
he predicted response in a psychophysical experiment. If
everal interpretations survive the process, then the pre-
iction is that the percept will be an ambiguous (possible

ig. 4. Designations of X, Y, U and V regions for the Square,
ole, Right and Left translucency case (from left to right).

ig. 5. Examples of cases (from left to right, top to bottom) a
ranslucent Square, overlay with Hole, Right overlay, ambiguous
quare or Left overlay, ambiguous Hole or Left overlay, and—
nally—a Mosaic, that is to say, a configuration that does not ad-
it of a translucency interpretation. (The omitted cases of am-

iguous Square with Right overlay, ambiguous Hole with Right
verlay, and the left overlay, are of course simply obtained by
olding the page upside down.)
ultistable) one, and that any of the possible interpreta-
ions may be expected. Notice that the mosaic interpreta-
ion will always survive, since it involves no translucency
t all. However, it is an acceptable interpretation only if
he ones involving translucency fail, being complicated
nd containing accidental features. It is a mere default in-
erpretation.

Checking the constraints is a straightforward process.
e find that for a random Metelli figure the constraints

or a translucent center Square, a translucent center
ole, a translucent Left side, or a translucent Right side
ave equal probabilities 1/6. (This can be proved through
traightforward integration, finding the volume of the pa-
ameter space for which the relevant condition is satis-
ed.) However, the constraints are not necessarily
niquely satisfied. Finding all relevant probabilities is
ossible through tedious integration over all volumes
hown in Fig. 3. However, it is much more convenient to
o a simulation and find empirical frequencies. Thus we
nd that the probability that no translucency condition is
ossible is 1/2. The ambiguities that may occur are a cen-
er square with either a left or a right side, and a center
ole with either a left or a right side, the overall probabili-
ies being shown in Table 1.

A notion of how close the various regions in the XYUV
ypercube are with respect to each other can be obtained

f one studies the effect of small perturbations. This is
gain most easily done through a simulation. In this
tudy we decide with 50% probability on one of the alter-
atives for the ambiguous cases. For a random perturba-
ion (drawn from normal distributions) of the magnitudes
f the luminance levels of 5% we find from a Monte Carlo
imulation the probabilities (times 100) shown in Table 2.

Thus the Square has only a very small probability of
urning into a Hole and a much higher probability of be-
oming a Left or Right (simply due to the ambiguous
ases, not primarily due to the perturbation) and also a
ather high probability of turning into a Mosaic. Similar
bservations apply to the Hole, Left, and Right categories.
he Mosaic category may turn into a Square, Hole, Left,
r Right category with equal probability. Thus one expects
quare–Hole or Left–Right confusions to be very rare,
hereas confusions between any of the translucent cat-
gories with the Mosaic (and vice versa) are expected to
e fairly frequent.

Table 1. Probabilities of Various Gestalt
Configurations for Random, Uniform Distribution

of Image Intensities

Configuration Probability

quare 1/12
ole 1/12
eft 1/12
ight 1/12
quare and right 1/24
quare and left 1/24
ole and right 1/24
ole and left 1/24
osaic 1/2
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. EXPERIMENT
. Methods

n the design of the experiments we had to make a num-
er of more or less arbitrary decisions, which we will dis-
uss here. The basic idea was to have each of a small
umber of observers categorize a large (though manage-
ble) set of Metelli figures. It is to be expected that a
mall number of observers will suffice because informal
bservations suggest that observers are likely to agree in
he majority of trials.

A large set of stimuli is required because of the dimen-
ionality of the problem. A Metelli configuration is speci-
ed through four numbers in the range of zero to one.
ampling with a (rather coarse) resolution of 10% then
ields 10,000 different stimuli. It is evidently out of the
uestion to view them all in a psychophysical session of
easonable duration. We decided to take a random sample
ut of a uniform distribution. Pilot experiments revealed
hat an observer can perform a few hundred trials per
alf hour. Since we also envisaged repeat sessions, we
ettled on a set of 500 samples.

Pilot experiments revealed that observers consider con-
gurations with very similar intensity levels either trivial
r ambiguous. Such instances may be expected to yield
ittle useful information. Thus we decided to consider only
onfigurations in which all four levels were distinct and
ere multiples of 10% of the maximum intensity. With

his coarse resolution all stimuli look indeed like the Me-
elli configuration, without accidental mergers of areas.

It is probably not realistic to have the observer distin-
uish cases such as Square and Square or Right. When
he stimulus is ambiguous the observer still has to use
ne of the five categories Square Hole, Left, Right, or Mo-
aic. Thus if a stimulus in the category Square or Right
nds up in either Square or Right the response is counted
s veridical.
Random sampling will produce different frequencies of

ccurrence of the five basic categories. We decided to
ample exactly 100 instances of each category for a uni-
orm probability density distribution, subject to the con-
traints considered above. This should yield a fair and
epresentative sample. The fraction of repeated instances
n such a sample is less than 5%.

In order to be able to compare interobserver and in-
raobserver scatter, we decided to use a single set of 500
nstances, revisited 3 times by each observer. The se-
uence of trials was randomized for any session.
The reflectances are in the range [0,1]. In a scene these

eflectances are revealed through the radiance of the
eams that are scattered toward the eye. These radiances
re proportional to the reflectances, but they also depend

Table 2. Frequencies (Times 100) of Vario

Square Hole

quare 84 0
ole 0 85
eft 4 5
ight 3 4
osaic 8 8

aRandomly sampled fiducial configurations are perturbed via a 5% normal devia
n the irradiance of the sheets and the viewing geometry.
t is most convenient to refer the radiances to those that
ould be scattered to the eye by a Lambertian surface of
nit albedo in the same spatial attitude (reference white)
nd by a perfectly black surface (reference black). When
resented as an image the Metelli figure is unambigu-
usly perceived only if the reference black and white lev-
ls can be visually inferred from the context of the image
tself. Notice that reflectances cannot be arbitrarily
caled, as luminances often can. Cutting all luminances
y a common factor specifies the same Metelli figure (at
east in the photopic domain) only if the white reference is
caled by the same factor. White level anchoring is cru-
ial, as we show in Appendix A.

What this means for experiments in which a monitor is
sed to present the stimuli is that the Metelli figure has
o be presented in a context that visually specifies the
hite and black references, too. Failure to do this will

ender the experiment unfit for further analysis because
t is incompletely controlled. This is especially a problem
ith computer presentations, for when the Metelli figures
re assembled from scraps of pasted papers the context
ill usually be present anyway.
In the experiment we presented the Metelli figures on a

lack-and-white checkered background on a CRT monitor
Fig. 1). The gamma was set to one. The stimulus sub-
ended 12° �12° of visual angle. Vision was binocular, ob-
ervers wore their usual correction when applicable. A
hin rest was used to fix the head. The room was dark-
ned during the sessions.

. Results
e compare the observers responses with the predicted

ategories. Observers are very consistent in their re-
ponses when the stimuli derive from one of the five basic
ategories. The percentages of correct categorization for
he basic categories for the three observers are shown in
able 3.
Thus, with the exception of the Hole category for ob-

erver AD (discussed in more detail below), the probabili-
ies of correct categorization are close to 90% or higher.

stalt Configurations with Perturbationa

Left Right Mosaic

4 3 6
5 4 6

89 1 3
0 88 5
9 9 66

he corresponding image intensities �rows were perturbed�.

Table 3. Percentages of Correct Categorization for
Basic Categories for Three Observers

Observer Square Hole Left Right

AD 100 2 87 94
JK 98 90 91 90
SP 99 98 98 97
us Ge
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In case a variation occurs it is generally a Mosaic re-
ponse, i.e., the default response. Conversely, the Mosaic
ategory is most often erroneously categorized. This can
e seen in the full breakdown per observer (in terms of
he absolute number of trials) shown in Tables 4–6.

Notice that only five response categories were available
or use by the observer, whereas the stimuli are divided
nto nine categories. If the mixed cases are divided
qually over the corresponding two of the remaining five
ategories, one obtains (in terms of rounded percentages)
he values shown in Tables 7–9. (See also Fig. 6.)

A number of observations can be made ad oculos with-
ut any need for statistics.
• The responses are very close to the predictions: 64%
AD, but see below), 81% (JK), and 82% (SP) of the re-
ponses are veridical.

• The categories Square, Hole, Left, and Right are al-
ost never confused with one another (far below 1%).
nly a very small fraction of the responses ends up in a
rong category, with the exception of the Hole category

or observer AD.
• Confusions typically arise with the Mosaic category.

ince Mosaic is a default category, this is likely to be a
ailure to categorize, rather than a wrong categorization.

• Stimuli in the Square category were most rarely mis-
lassified.
Table 4. Responses of Observer AD

Stimulus

Response

Square Hole Left Right Mosaic

quare 258 0 0 0 0
ole 0 4 6 11 234
eft 33 0 230 0 1
ight 16 0 0 251 0
quare or Left 27 0 15 0 0
quare or Right 21 0 0 6 0
ole or Left 1 0 47 0 0
ole or Right 0 0 0 39 0
osaic 80 1 44 35 140
Table 5. Responses of Observer JK

Stimulus

Response

Square Hole Left Right Mosaic

quare 252 0 1 2 3
ole 1 230 0 1 23
eft 1 0 239 0 24
ight 0 1 0 241 25
quare or Left 33 0 8 0 1
quare or Right 12 0 0 14 1
ole or Left 3 3 36 2 4
ole or Right 0 1 0 32 6
osaic 57 4 31 27 181
Table 6. Responses of Observer SP

Stimulus

Response

Square Hole Left Right Mosaic

quare 256 0 0 2 0
ole 1 250 1 2 1
eft 4 4 258 0 1
ight 7 0 0 259 1
quare or Left 24 0 17 1 0
quare or Right 14 0 0 13 0
ole or Left 1 1 43 3 0
ole or Right 0 2 1 36 0
osaic 40 7 61 60 132
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• Stimuli in the Hole category were more often mis-
lassified, observer AD being an extreme case with 98%,
hough qualitatively similar to observers JK (22)% and
P (15%).
• Misclassified stimuli in the Mosaic category were
ore often put in the Square category than in any other

27%, 19%, and 13%).
• Misclassified stimuli in the Mosaic category were

east likely to be put in the Hole category (0%, 1%, and
%).
• In the mixed categories involving the Square, the re-

ponse is much more likely to be Square than Left or
ight (70%, 65%, and 55%).
• In the mixed categories involving the Hole, the re-

ponse is much less likely to be Hole than Left or Right
1%, 8%, and 5%).

Thus observer JK and (to a lesser degree) SP evidently
refer the Square over the Hole category, an effect that
ccurs in extreme form with observer AD. It is clearly due
o the fact that smaller, convex regions are more easily
een as figure than are global, nonconvex areas. Other-
ise the pattern of confusions is remarkably like that we
nd for the slightly perturbed model.

Table 8. Collapsed R

Square Hole

quare 94 0
ole 1 78
eft 6 0
ight 2 0
osaic 19 1

Table 9. Collapsed R

Square Hole

quare 94 0
ole 1 84
eft 5 1
ight 5 0
osaic 13 2

Table 7. Collapsed Re

Square Hole

quare 96 0
ole 0 1
eft 15 0
ight 9 0
osaic 27 0

ig. 6. Collapsed counts of observers (left to right) AD, JK, and
P.
In a Monte Carlo simulation we set a noise level that
enerated the level of confusion empirically found for the
osaic category for the average observer in our experi-
ent. The required noise level amounted to 5% of the
aximum intensity. Then we counted for each stimulus
ow many times a confusion occurred. This list of a hun-
red numbers was correlated with a similar list derived
rom the data. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.81
AD), 0.82 (JK), 0.76 (SP), whereas it is about 0.8 for in-
ependent, repeated simulations. The observers thus
ommit similar errors; the interobserver correlations
ere 0.85 (AD–JK), 0.88 (AD–SP), and 0.80 (JK–SP). The

imulation effectively selects sensitive cases where a
mall perturbation would throw the category into a differ-
nt bin. As it turns out, the observers frequently confuse
xactly these sensitive cases.

This can be seen especially clearly in Fig. 7. The simu-
ation was repeated 100 times for each of the 100 stimuli,
ielding a good estimate of the probability of shifting cat-
gories. The instances were sorted with respect to their
usceptibilty to perturbation. For the observers the em-
irical probabilities are 0, 1/3, 2/3, or 1. Evidently, the
bservers frequently commit errors for the sensitive in-
tances but almost never for the robust ones. The model
ccounts very well for the probabilities of miscategoriza-
ions committed by the observers.

The model can easily account for the data if we assume
5% noise level and moreover assume that

• Hole classifications are not accepted (are put in the
efault Mosaic category) with a probability that is 0% for
P, 10% for JK, and 100% for AD;

ses for Observer JK

Left Right Mosaic

2 3 1
6 6 9

84 0 9
0 88 10

10 9 60

ses for Observer SP

Left Right Mosaic

3 3 0
8 7 0

92 1 0
0 94 0

20 20 44

ses for Observer AD

Left Right Mosaic

3 1 0
10 10 78
84 0 0
0 91 0

15 12 47
espon
espon
spon
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• Ambiguous Square or Left–Right categorizations are
ut in the Square category with 75% probability;
• Ambiguous Hole or Left–Right categorizations are

ut in the Left or Right categories (whichever applies).

Apparently the model describes the responses remark-
bly well; the confusions committed by an observer can be
argely accounted for by a small noise level and a bias in
avor of Squares and against Holes. The exceptions are in
ccord with well-known Gestalt principles.

. DISCUSSION
e started this work because of our informal observation

hat observers spontaneously report perceptions that do
ot fit the conventional framework. Instead of curing this

n the usual way, that is by setting up a forced choice task
ith an a priori prescribed dichotomous choice, we at-

empted a more general analysis and offered our observ-
rs a wider choice of categories [35,36].

Such a method has been pioneered by Kitaoka [10], al-
hough the categories considered in that study appear to
ave been selected on an ad hoc basis. In this study the
bservers effectively ignored some of the categories of-
ered to them, which is a clear indication that the choice
f categories was less than satisfactory. Nevertheless, this
s an exemplary and original study, going beyond the con-
entional paradigm.

An important problem that arises in these experiments
s the high dimensionality of the parameter space. There
xist (at least) four independent parameters; the param-
ter space is a four-dimensional (unit) hypercube. In or-
er to sample the parameter space uniformly and densely,
ne needs a very large number of instances. For instance,
n the Kitaoka [10] study mentioned earlier only 50 in-
tances were used, effectively only 2 or 3 samples per di-
ension, an evident case of severe undersampling. The

ig. 7. In a simulation the actual stimuli used in the experi-
ent were perturbed 100 times and the perturbed instance cat-

gorized. This yields a probability of miscategorization plotted as
he “Sim” bars. The stimuli have been sorted by this probability.
he empirical probability of miscategorization by the three ob-
ervers AD, JK, and SP has also been plotted in the same se-
uence (here the resolution is only 1/3 because there were only
hree repeated trials per stimulus). We show the simulated and
mpirical frequencies for the miscategorization of Mosaic stimuli.
otice that sensitive stimuli in the simulation are frequently
iscategorized by the observers, and robust instances hardly

ver. The stimuli that were never miscategorized in the simula-
ion were never confused by the observers, either.
egions in parameter space belonging to single perceptual
ategories are small and numerous, requiring many hun-
reds of samples to resolve.
With our (admittedly overly simplified) analysis we ar-

ive at five generic categories. The simplification (the
umber of possible interpretations of the Metelli configu-
ation is very much higher than that) is arrived at
hrough the application of basic Gestalt principles. In the
xperiment our observers had no difficulties in categoriz-
ng the instances, and the category counts closely reflect
he theoretical probabilities.

Since the categories used in the experiment are differ-
nt from those generally used in similar studies, it is not
asily possible to attempt in-depth comparisons with pub-
ished results. We believe it likely that our Mosaic cat-
gory is similar to the conventional no translucency case,
ur Square category to the conventional translucency
ase, and our Left and Right categories to the (not often
sed) partial translucency case, whereas our Hole cat-
gory is hard to place. Perhaps the hole category is analo-
ous to the no translucency, perhaps to the partial trans-
ucency case. The existence of real (i.e., theoretically
redicted) ambiguous cases is—to the best of our
nowledge—not recognized in the literature. Such cases
re often recognized by observers and may then be de-
oted multiple translucency.
We find (detailed in Appendix A) that the predictions of

he Metelli constraints are very similar to those of the
more ecologically valid) Kubelka–Munk analysis, the dif-
erences being sufficiently minor that one might not be
ble to detect them in psychophysical experiments. The
etelli constraints are evidently sufficient to account for

ur results. Even the (infrequent) confusions are ex-
lained in satisfactory, quantitative detail.
The fact that even small perturbations of the light-

esses of the four areas in the Metelli configuration may
uffice to change the Gestalt category is not recognized in
he literature. We consider this problematic, especially in
iew of the fact that the total number of instances used in
ypical studies is very small, given the high dimensional-
ty of parameter space.

The asymmetry between the responses in the Square
nd the Hole categories found in the psychophysical re-
ults are not predicted by the theory. One clearly has to
dd additional assumptions. That smallish, coherent ob-
ects are more frequent than smallish holes in larger co-
erent objects is, of course, ecologically evident. The
symmetry may have to do with fundamental rules of
gure–ground assignment. Idiosyncratic differences
ight be speculated to correlate with other visual func-

ions that subserve the perception of depth order in natu-
al circumstances, such as the nature of an individual’s
inocularity (presence or absence of certain disparity
ools). This is an interesting issue for further research.
If the actual research interest is in the perception of

ranslucency, rather than Gestalt interpretation com-
ined with perceptual translucency, it makes much sense
o substitute the simple X-crossing configuration (see Fig.
) for the conventional Metelli configuration. For this
imple configuration there is a Mosaic interpretation (no
erceptual translucency) and interpretations with Left,
ight, Lower, or Upper translucent overlays. These five
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esponse categories do not suffer from the Hole–Square
symmetry. The theoretical analysis of this case is in all
espects similar to that of the Metelli configuration. For
his configuration the partial translucency category is not
resent, but cases of multiple translucency occur. The am-
iguous cases appear as combinations of, e.g., Left and
ower, and so forth, translucent overlays. In a uniform
ampling the frequency of finding a Mosaic is 1/2 and the
our pure overlay cases (Left, etc.) occur with frequencies
/12, whereas the four ambiguous cases (Lower and Left,
tc.) occur with frequencies 1/24. In an experiment one
ould probably prefer a stratified sampling method like

he one used in this study.
Where comparable, our results agree well with the ex-

sting literature on the Metelli configuration per se, but of
ourse this work applies only to the classic Metelli para-
igm. The modern literature has progressed far beyond
his [37–39], but the present work can hardly be extrapo-
ated beyond the conventional paradigm. We believe dis-
repancies with earlier work to be due mainly to these
actors:

• Lack of explicit anchoring of stimulus levels,
• Overly restrictive response categories,
• Undersampling of the parameter space,
• Failure to take stimulus noise immunity into

ccount.

ll of these factors are crucial (detailed in Appendix A),
et have never been considered in a single study. In most
f the early literature on the Metelli case the anchoring of
he white level is ill defined, and in many cases so are the
esponse categories. This makes it very hard indeed to
ompare our results with those of earlier authors.

In summary, we conclude that Metelli’s optical con-
traints have excellent predictive power when properly
ombined with an analysis of the possible Gestalt catego-
ies provided by the geometrical configuration.

PPENDIX A
. Preliminaries
e consider the standard psychophysical setup where one

as two background colors X and Y and an overlay com-
osed of two colors P and Q. In the case that a physical
nterpretation is feasible the overlay will be characterized
y the same physical parameters (e.g., turbidity, layer
hickness, …) for both colors P and Q. Likewise, in a cog-
itive model the colors P and Q are assumed to be trans-

ormations of the colors X and Y by a common cause, that
s, the same transformation. The transformation in a cog-

ig. 8. Left to right, Mosaic, an Upper, and ambiguous Lower
nd Left case for the X-crossing configuration.
itive model is not necessarily explained through physical
auses (a physical interpretation need not exist), although
his often will be the case.

For a start we consider only gray values; i.e., the colors
re fully characterized by their gray values and will be
pecified by a number in the range [0,1], 0 standing for K,
lack (K refers to “key”) and 1 for W, white. In a physical
odel the gray values are also interpreted as reflectances.
In order to study the problem formally we map the

airs in the bicolor diagram, the unit square, in which the
xes parameterize the gray values of the left- and right-
and colors. Thus both the pair X and Y and the pair P
nd Q are represented as points within the square (see
ig. 9).
Consider a background �X ,Y�. What are possible loca-

ions for the overlay �P ,Q�? Clearly all opaque, uniform
verlays are possible, so the diagonal �K ,K�– �W ,W� is
art of the region. So is the point �X ,Y�, because it corre-
ponds to an empty overlay. It is intuitively evident that
ray values cannot cross over; thus the region is bounded
y the diagonal. Moreover, it is intuitively obvious that a
ranslucent overlay cannot amplify the contrast; thus the
ines �K ,K�– �X ,Y� and �W ,W�– �X ,Y� are also part of the
oundary. The locus of possible overlays will thus be part
f the convex hull of the diagonal and the background
oint. Both the diagonal and the background point will be
n the boundary of the region.

. Metelli Model
etelli introduced a simple model that could be imple-
ented in the laboratory by using the episcopister but

hat can be interpreted more generally in terms of some
uminous atmosphere. We regard it as a phenomenologi-
al model. Metelli introduces the expression

P = �X + �1 − ��T, �A1�

Q = �Y + �1 − ��T, �A2�

here T is a color characteristic of the luminous atmo-
phere and � a parameter that varies in the range [0,1]
hat summarizes the total turbidity.

ig. 9. Left, unit square of color pairs �X ,Y� and �P ,Q�. The in-
icated points are the black point �K ,K�= �0,0�, the white point
W ,W�= �1,1�, and the back ground �X ,Y�. The shaded region in-
icates the region where the overlay pair has a valid Metelli in-
erpretation; the shades indicate partial constraints. Right, the
paque overlay limit lies on a diagonal point �T ,T�. We picked
any such diagonal points and interpolated with the background

ia the parameter �, thus generating the (straight) orbits. Notice
hat the orbits sweep out the convex hull of the diagonal and the
ackground.
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Notice that the model is “conservative” (conserves radi-
nt power). A Metelli-type model that includes absorption
ould be

P = �X + �T, �A3�

Q = �Y + �T, �A4�

ith �+��1. For �+�=1 you regain the Metelli model;
therwise there is an additional absorption. We will ana-
yze the original Metelli model here.

Given the two pairs of colors �X ,Y� and �P ,Q�, one can
olve for the color of the overlay T and the Metelli param-
ter �:

T =
XQ − YP

�X − Y� − �P − Q�
, �A5�

� =
P − Q
X − Y

. �A6�

here exists a Metelli interpretation of the configuration
f 0�T�1 and 0���1. Consider (without loss of gener-
lity) that X�Y. Then the constraints can be reduced to
he following conditions.

• P�Q, that is to say, the contrast never reverses po-
arity.

• If P is darker than X, then P /Q�X /Y; that is to say,
he contrast of the overlay can never exceed that of the
round. For �P ,Q�=	�X ,Y� one obtains the equality; thus
he constraint is bounded by the line �X ,Y�– �K ,K�.

• If P is lighter than X, then YP−XQ� �P−Q�− �X
Y�, which is a linear constraint. For �P ,Q�=	�X ,Y�
�1−	��W ,W� one obtains the equality; thus the con-
traint is bounded by the line �X ,Y�– �W ,W�.

onsequently, these constraints simply coincide with the
onvex region outlined above (Fig. 9, left).

When you let the Metelli parameter run from zero to
ne, the pair �P ,Q� moves via a rectilinear path from
T ,T� on the diagonal of the bicolor diagram to the point
X ,Y� (Fig. 9, right).

. Importance of Luminance Anchoring
uppose that one would not use white–black anchoring as

n Fig. 1; how would the possible interpretations change?
hen any luminance level could be assigned to white,
hereas the black level would remain unchanged (we ig-
ore foggy circumstances here). Given the freedom to as-
ign the white level, we obtain a one-parameter family of
ossible interpretations. These possibilities might in prin-
iple serve to increase the ambiguity.

Numerical investigation of 10,000 random cases shows
hat there exist Mosaic configurations that turn into ei-
her a Square or Right-bar, Square or Left-bar, Hole or
ight-bar, or Hole or Left-bar configuration when the
hite level is set higher than the fiducial white level,

hough not all Mosaic cases are of this kind. Symbolic ma-
ipulation of the logical expressions (using a symbolic al-
ebra package, the expressions are rather complicated)
erves to verify this conclusion formally.
Consider an example: assume X�Y and a fiducial
hite level of unity. Then one type of the Mosaic category

there exist various other possibilities) is characterized
hrough

�P � Q� ∧ �QX � PY� ∧ �P + QX + Y

� Q + X + PY� ∧ �X � P�, �A7�

hereas the Square or Left category is characterized
hrough

�P � Q� ∧ �X � P� ∧ �Y � Q� ∧ �P + QX + Y � Q + X + PY�.

�A8�

uppose the first constraint is TRUE, then the second
valuates to FALSE. Now assume a different white level 

1 (say). Substituting

X → 
−1X, Y → 
−1Y, P → 
−1P, Q → 
−1Q,

�A9�

e find that the second constraint evaluates to TRUE if


 �
QX − PY

�X − Y� − �Q − P�
� 1. �A10�

hus the nominal Mosaic configuration can be interpreted
s a Square or Left configuration (thus either Square or
eft would be correct responses) simply by assuming a
igher white level. Thus the anchoring of the white level

s of crucial importance.
This has important consequences for psychophysics,

ince it shows that the anchoring is absolutely necessary.
t renders much of the literature data difficult to inter-
ret. In classical studies, where a forced choice between
ransparent (meaning a translucent square in front of a
ipartite background) and not transparent (anything
lse) is required, there will be ambiguous stimuli if the
bserver is free to assume a white level ad libitum.

. Kubelka–Munk Approximation
convenient approximation for the optical properties of

urbid layers is provided by the two-flux model introduced
y Schuster in the early twentieth century for the optics
f planetary atmospheres and nowadays generally de-
oted the Kubelka–Munk approximation.
Consider a translucent layer in the two-flux approxi-
ation. We ignore Fresnel reflection or refraction at the

nterfaces; i.e., a piece of translucent paper is a good
mplementation. Moreover, we assume that absorption
an be neglected, that is to say, we assume a conservative
ystem. The latter assumption is by no means necessary,
ut it closely mimics the (conservative) Metelli model.
he two-flux model ignores lateral diffusion and thus can-
ot account for blurring of backgrounds seen through a
urbid layer. It is easy enough to incorporate such effects,
ut the two-flux model perfectly captures the Metelli case.
The relevant Kubelka–Munk solution is

P =

X − T
T

− T�X −
1

T�exp���1

T
− T��

X − T − �X −
1

T�exp���1

T
− T�� , �A11�
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Q =

Y − T
T

− T�Y −
1

T�exp���1

T
− T��

Y − T − �Y −
1

T�exp���1

T
− T�� , �A12�

here the parameters have a meaning similar to that in
he Metelli model: the color T is the color of an infinitely
hick (opaque) layer, and the coefficient � represents the
urbidity, that is, the product of the scattering coefficient
f the medium and the thickness of the layer. The color T
s a material constant that depends on the absorption and
cattering coefficients of the medium. For our purposes
he turbidity � is simply a parameter in the range �0,��.

The Kubelka–Munk model is very similar to the Metelli
odel. The essential difference is that the Kubelka–
unk model yields curved orbits instead of straight ones

see Fig. 10) because the Kubelka–Munk model is nonlin-
ar.

As a result of the nonlinearity the permitted region for
he Kubelka–Munk model lies indeed within the convex
ull 	�K ,K� , �X ,Y� , �W ,W�
, but does not exhaust it. Thus
he Kubelka–Munk model is somewhat more restrictive
han the Metelli model. The difference (shaded region in
ig. 10) is not large, though, and may not be detectable
ith psychophysical experiments—assuming that the hu-
an observer only perceives physically possible struc-

ures as translucent, of course. (Fig. 10.)
It is not possible to give simple analytical expressions

or the Kubelka–Munk limits, but it is easy enough to
heck whether a certain configuration has a valid
ubelka–Munk interpretation numerically. One simply

omputes the Kubelka–Munk parameters T and � from
he color pairs �X ,Y� and �P ,Q� and checks whether
�T�1 and ��0.
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